We propose the use of convergence acceleration methods for the evaluation of integral expressions of an oscillatory nature, often encountered in the study of optical wave propagation in the turbulent atmosphere. These techniques offer substantial savings in computation time with appreciable gain in accuracy. As an example, we apply the Levin u acceleration scheme to the problem of remote sensing of transversal wind profiles.
Introduction
Numerous investigations have been carried out to achieve a comprehensive theory for wave propagation in weaklyl- 4 and strongly 5 Moreover the pseudorandom number generators commonly used in the Monte Carlo method have poor distribution properties in high dimensional spaces. 10 1 1 Fried and Cloud 1 2 using a theorem due to Ramanujan 3 simplified the calculation of the covariance functions by representing integrals as infinite sums of entire functions. Unfortunately the Ramanujan series is either a slowly convergent series for most ranges of the parameters or a divergent asymptotic series. Therefore, in both cases direct summation of the series is practically useless. In this paper we apply convergence acceleration methods to such oscillatory integrals. This is done by transforming the integrals to a Ramanujan-type series and then applying the Levin convergence acceleration M. Tur is with Tel Aviv University, School of Engineering, Ramat erating the convergence of sequences and series and compared them on a wide range of problems. The only methods found to accelerate convergence across the board were the Levin u transform and the algorithm of Brezinski. 1 7 In particular, the Levin transforms were found to be highly effective for series with regular sign patterns, such as those appearing in optical wave propagation.
As an example, we apply the Levin u acceleration scheme to the problem of remote sensing of transversal wind profiles. We treat the linear integral equation relating the slope of the space time covariance function at zero time lag and the crosswind component as a function of the separation between the detectors to solve for the crosswind profile.
In Sec. II we summarize the mathematical background of the Levin transform and represent a recursion scheme which is more convenient to implement than the original scheme. In Sec. III the crosswind profile is calculated using a Levin summation of the Ramanujan series.
II. Mathematical Background
In this section we summarize the mathematical background of the Levin acceleration method. The method is based on constructing accurate approximations for the remainder Rn based on partial summations of the first n terms of a given series.
Consider a function f(x) that formally can be expanded in a Maclaurin series:
n=O Let f(x) denote the sum of the first n terms of the Maclaurin series (1), R(x) is the corresponding re-mainder, and r6(x) is the normalized remainder defined by
The sequence elements r(x) satisfy the recurrence relations
and it is easy to see that they approach the limiting value r(x) = x/(x -a=), where a. = limh = an_ -/an.
Thus, as long as x 5 a, the sequence r(x) is convergent even if the Maclaurin series (1) is divergent, and the remainder Rn(x) is of the order of the last element an-lxn-1. Levin' 4 utilized this property to approximate r(x) by a finite power series in 1/n:
The set of n unknowns f(x),co,cj, ... ,cn-2 may be determined as a solution of the linear set of n equations for all r(x) m = 1, . . n. The solution of this set of equations for f(x) is T [x,n] , the nth estimation to f(x). This estimation is based on knowledge of the first n elements in the Maclaurin series and can be evaluated explicitly resulting in (5) where P and Q are polynomials in x of degree n -2 and n -1, respectively, given by' 5 n-2
The ratio (5) is known as the Levin t approximant. The Levin u approximant is obtained by modifying the approximation for the normalized remainder (4) by dividing each coefficient ck(x) by n. As a result in the expression for OIn]j the term jn-is replaced by the term jn-2. Usually the efficiency of the two transforms is equivalent, but the t transform totally fails on series with logarithmic convergence, while the u transform works well on them. Therefore, the u transform is preferred for general use. The first n terms of the series are recovered by expanding both versions of the Levin transform in terms of the variable x. Besides providing accurate estimations for f(X) the transforms provide useful information regarding the analytic properties of f(x). The n -1 roots of the polynomial Q[x,n] approximate the location of the singularities of f(x), while the values of the polynomial P[x,n] at these points approximate the values of the corresponding residues.
Due to the existence of the large binomial coefficients, Eq. (5) 
[It is worthwhile to note again that fj(x) is the partial sum of the first i terms, i.e., fl(x) = ao.] The nth Levin u approximant is given by the ratio
The t approximant is given by a similar expression, but there the division by i is omitted in the definition of D (1,i) .
The Levin series acceleration method was used to sum the virial coefficients of hard particles to obtain accurate equations of state 5 and to the summation of the QED series for the electron g factor.19
Remote Wind Sensing
An intense interest in atmospheric flow processes has motivated the development of remote sensing methods for the measurement of the wind velocity. The optical scintillation pattern produced by atmospheric turbulence drifts with the transverse wind. Using correlation techniques this drift may be used as a probe for remote sensing of wind velocity profiles. The corresponding experimental setup consists of a laser, two detectors, and a microcomputer that measures the slope of the normalized covariance function at zero time lag and computes the related wind velocity.
The time lagged covariance of the log amplitude fluctuations of a spherical wave with wave number k = 27r/X propagating in the z direction along the path (OL) in the weak turbulent limit i20,21
JO KL -1~j. 2kL I j (9) In Eq. (9) 4'(K,z) is the refractivity spectrum of the turbulence with K its spatial wavenumber, v(z) is the wind component perpendicular to the propagation of the beam, and p is the displacement between the detectors. For a fully developed turbulence in the inertial regime, 4I(K,z) is reduced to the Kolmogorov spectrum.
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Cxn(p,T) = A*dz
A dKK-813 (10) where
and B(a,b) is the standard beta function. 2 2 The covariance function and the transverse wind profile are related to each other by the complicated nonlinear integral equation (10) . Linearization in the velocity profile of Eq. (10) is obtained by differentiating it with respect to the time delay and then setting the time delay equal to zero. This method is free from complications that may arise from decay of the eddy pattern in a long time lag, since the measurement involves comparing features at nearly the same instant. Differentiating Eq. (10) with respect to r and setting r = 0 result in
where W(z) is the path weighting function for the slope
where
a = z(L --z)/(kL) and b = (pz)/L.
The linear integral equation (11) may be solved using inversion methods. Unfortunately inversion methods are known to be numerically unstable unless the ensemble of independent measurements is large. Otherwise the inversion matrix is nearly singular resulting in misleading results. The choice of the parameter =2-determines the relative weights of different portions of the path in computing the average wind velocity. In other words, it is possible to measure the wind velocity at some region z + Az along the beam path by a clever choice of the parameter (see Fig. 1 ). Obviously there exists a range of values of for which the weighting function is almost uniform and the average wind velocity along the entire path is recovered for it. Thus it is possible to obtain the wind velocity profile by direct integration of Eq. (11) . In performing the integration we apply the Levin acceleration method described in 
The first integral Wi(z) is readily solved to give
Substituting x = K 2 one obtains for the second integral
cos(ax). (15) Now using Ramanujan's theorem' 3 (see Appendix) the integral W 2 (z) is reduced to the infinite sum (16) where r n+-A 9(n) =_ 1) 6 For z = L, W 2 (z) converges oscillatory to W 1 (z), and as a result W(z) approaches zero at this limit. Therefore, it is sufficient to integrate W(z) up to some uL, u < 1, where u is determined by the desired accuracy. [u/(1 -u)], and 2 F, (a,b;c;u) is the hypergeometric function. 2 3 The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (17) is a constant, while the second one is essentially a double summation, since the hypergeometric function is computed using its series representation. The Levin transforms are very effective in accelerating the convergence of hypergeometric functions,' 6 and results accurate to eight significant digits are easily obtained with negligible CPU time. The external summation has an irregular sign pattern resulting from its cosine term, and the Levin method is incapable of accelerating effectively such a series. We overcome this difficulty by applying the accelerator to the series of the imaginary variable iy, whose sign pattern is regular, and then taking the corresponding real and imaginary part of the result:
Now integrating over z one obtains for
. 2 F,( ,1;n + 6;u)-(iy)n. (19) n=O n +-/3 6 It seems that this is the general procedure for treating the Fourier series.
IV. Numerical Results
The number n of terms required by the Levin trans- 
V. Summary
We have demonstrated that the Ramanujan representation combined with the Levin acceleration method is an efficient tool for treating integral expressions of oscillatory character. Such integrals frequently occur in the study of optical wave propagation in weakly and strongly turbulent media. This approach reduces the computation time considerably and improves the accuracy of the results. In particular the efficiency of the present method increases, compared with conventional numerical integration methods, whenever the integrand contains isolated singular points. Moreover it provides useful information about the analytic properties of the physical observables as a function of the parameters of the experiment.
As an example the 2/3 power-law dependence of the slope of the covariance function at zero time lag as a function of the separation between the detectors shows up immediately and naturally. We plan to use this method to investigate the behavior of correlation functions of intensity fluctuations in the strong scattering region. exists, the representation (A4) for I is invariant to the interchange of p and q. This symmetry property results in two different forms for I, and the computationally more convenient form is chosen. Unfortunately, in our case, only one of the integrals exists, and as a result Eq. (16) is the only relevant expression.
